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Astute, 1-15 Sept 2016
Ganesh UtsavAnd in the end, came a very special day,
the last day of the celebration, which
made us emotional as that was the day for
the immersion of the idol ! Inspite of that
,the celebration was at it’s full peek. The
immersion followed the bhandara and
dhol by Padamanabh group.

One of the most favorite festival of India,
celebrated with utmost joy and
enthusiasm. What better example can we
have of the celebration than the one
celebrated in SAI BALAJI EDUCATION
SOCIETY. And for this, the entire credit
goes to our Founder President, Prof.
Manish R, Mundada,
and our
hardworking team of committee members
for their sleepless dedication.
Truly, their hardwork had definitely paid
off. This is the reason why we ended up
having a blast over here for these days,
starting from Bhajan on the very first day
to Dweep Prajwalan on the second day
where students had made beautiful
rangolis, which further added to the
beauty of the environment. Then came
the most joyous part of the celebration,
THE FUN FARE, where students
managed to prepare finger licking food
items like pani-puri, rasgulla chat,
mocktails, ice-creams and what not! The
delicacies were accompanied by some of
the games. And just for the notice, the
faculties and the seniors were equally
participative and enthusiastic in the games
and needless to mention the food stalls
too.

And finally, with heavy hearts, lots of
prayers and high hopes of having the same
kind of celebration in the upcoming years,
we bid goodbye to our GANPATI
BAPPA!!!!
Kriti Sahay
IIMS (Gladiators)
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SBES Welcomed Dr. Amaredra Sahoo;
The New Director General of SBES

Dr.Amarendra Sahoo joined SBES in the
capacity of Director General on 5th Sept.
2016. Dr. Sahoo is Ph.D (Economics) IIT
Bombay, Masters from Duke University,
USA
He has served as RBI Director Reserve
Bank of India (RBI), Dean, Academics,
IMT Ghaziabad, Secretary General
Apparel Export Promotion Council,
World Bank Consultant at Washington
D.C.
Dr. Amarendra Sahoo, Director General,
Sai Balaji Education Society, has been a
veteran central banker and sound
academic with over three decades
experience in public policy in India and
abroad. He was Chief General Manager
and Regional Director of Reserve Bank of
India (RBI), Dean, Academics, IMT
Ghaziabad, Secretary General Apparel
Export Promotion Council, World Bank
Consultant at Washington D.C.
Teacher’s Day Celebration

“GURU BRAMHA GURU VISHNU
GURU DEVA MAHESHWARA
GURU SAKSHA PARAM BRAMHA
TASMAI SHRI GURUVE NAMAHA.”
As it is truly said…. Teachers play a very
crucial role in student life. They have the
greatest contribution to build up the
character of students and help them to
become ideal citizen for the country. So
our country every year on 5th September
celebrate teacher’s day on the occasion of
birthday of Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan,
to pay respect to the teachers.
Sai Balaji Education Society celebrated
teachers’ day like every year.
The decoration on that day was fabulous
which shows the creativity of students.
The second phase of celebration started
with ribbon cutting ceremony by Prof.
Manish Mundada followed by Saraswati
vandana. After vandana, started the
felicitation of teachers.
The most awaited part of celebration was
cultural programs by students, students
performed song, dance and mime act.
First activity was song sung by RV,
Shrijha & group they all took everyone to
70’s with old melodies, all teachers as
well students enjoyed it a lot.
The mime act was performed by G. Jyoti
and group with a social message
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“NO

GIRL

NO

LIFE”

Kriti & group came with a very heart
touching dance performance on “SHREE
GANESHA” the choice of sone was very
appropriate for the occasion as it was
Ganesh Chaturthi too.
-Abhijay pratap singh
Gladiators

RAYS OF GUIDANCE ;
Workshop for students
To sharpen the skills of senior students
SBES organised a 3 days’ workshop on
Group Discussion and Personal Interview
by the renowned motivational Guru, Mr.
Minocher Patel. The workshop which
started from 3rd Sept and ended on 7th
Sept was aiming at polishing the students
and making them ready for the placement
season which is going to start soon.

No matter how many good plans we have,
no matter how much well prepared we
are, no matter how much firm we are on
or our decision but sometimes we need
rays of guidance for various matters in
order to achieve our goals and ambitions.
As we all know nowadays competition is
becoming tougher day by day and to not
only survive but also to be a winner one

must have certain unique things in them
or need to perform their task in a unique
way.
Finally placement season is going to start
for second year PG batch of our institute.
The season for which every PG student
waits eagerly. Students are going through
the bag of mixed feelings you name it and
it must have been felt by them. Everyone
aimed at high target and also preparing
well, but no preparation is complete
without the correct guidance.
Our Institute arranged a 3 days GDPI
workshop of Mr. Minocher Patel- India’s
leading motivational speaker and for this
all the credit goes to founder president of
our Institute Prof Manish R. Mundada.
Our 3 days’ workshop started on 3rd Sept
2016, it was started well on a brief note
with the importance of our grooming,
gaining as much as knowledge possible,
staying updated what’s happening in India
and around the world and the most
important thing which is always easy to
say but normally people are not able to do
it is staying positive and calm always.
These 3 days were full of rays of guidance
which we all students needed for our
placement. We got all the guidance from
step 1 that is how to make your mark in
Group Discussion to how to enter and exit
from the interview room.
Well, if someone asks me how was your
experience of this workshop, then I will
say yes it was a life changing experience
as we all learn a lot about the selection
process, how we should speak, what
should we say and how much to say and
the most important thing staying positive
as it gives our brain the full space to think
creatively which is very important during
the selection process. We had GD and PI
both involving every student present in
the workshop and also got many points to
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know where we should improve and what
all thing we should do.
I think every student will agree with me
that this workshop was very helpful for us
and those who missed it actually missed a
lot. In total, it was a nice experience. So
hereby I Rukkaiya Khatoon would like to
sign off with a note
“be tough emotionally and be so full of
positive attitude that only positive things
get attracted to you.”
Rukkaiya Khatoon
MBA, IIMHRD (2015-2017)

Students
NAME
Maulikkumar
Chaudhary

DATE
15/9

SECTION
Sparters

Nikhil Garg
5/9
Singh Pushkar 2/9
Siddhnath

Conglomerates
Conglomerates

Krishnapal
Singh Solanki

5/9

Conglomerates

Soumyashree
Khuntia

14/9

Conglomerates

Sandeep Kumar 5/9
Biswal

Gladiators

Abhijay
Singh

Gladiators

Pratap 4/9

Shehnawaz
Khan

1/9

Gladiators

Pooja
Bharadwaj

6/9

Invincibles

Yusuf Macca
Sweta Pradhan

12/9
9/9

Invincibles
Invincibles

Upasna Santore

8/9

Invincibles

